
INNOSELL: 
YOUR CONSULTANT  
You know all about your collection. The materials, sizes, 

and precautions that need to be taken. Furthermore you know 

your collection is priceless. So you only want the best 

to preserve or display it all. Innosell knows exactly all about 

that. The possibilities, the latest techniques, the ideal systems 

for your collection. Let Innosell advise you about the best solutions 

for your collection. Then everything will remain in top condition

TOTAL CONCEPTS
Because Innosell is specialised in packaging materials, 

packaging concepts, painting hanging systems and 

storage sytems, there is ample expert knowledge within 

the organisation. This expert knowledge manifests itself 

in the development of total concepts for storage sytems, 

for instance. Often it does not stop at a vibration-low painting 

rack, a moveable cabinet or an air-conditioned glass cabinet. 

You want it all to match. Your collection deserves the best 

made-to-measure work there is. Innosell has developed such

a total concept for you, so that top quality is guaranteed. 

Needless to say that innovation is one of Innosell’s most  

important motives.

Innosell continually improves its products, such as a new floor 

and ceiling guide system for painting racks or fold-out 

platforms with screens or vibration dampers for paintings.

STOrage SYSTemS

”Thinking along with us about new 

products and solutions and keeping 

appointments, those are matters we 

find extremely important, and we are 

convinced you share this opinion.” 

Wim Hoeben, 

Head of Physical Collection Management 

Rijksmuseum Amsterdam

KNOWLEDGE, QUALITY, SERVICE 
For years Innosell has been cooperating with the leading museums at home and abroad. 

This helped us to collect a vast amount of specialist knowledge, which we apply to future 

projects. The reason why so many museums choose Innosell is the top quality of the products 

and their innovative solutions. Besides this lead in quality, the high level of service offered is 

also a matter of great importance. It only takes one phone call and Innosell is at your service.

The Innosell organisation works in an environmentally friendly way. all materials have a long 

life and are recyclable afterwards. The ISO standards with respect to preservation are Innosell’s 

guide in all its activities. Some unique selling points for the magista storage systems are: welded 

yokes, welded sub-carriages, 100% extractable drawers, direct transmission in moveable cabinets 

and telescopic guides in massive ball bearings.



SOME PLACES YOU WILL FIND 
OUR QUALITY PRODUCTS: 
rijksmuseum amsterdam, Stedelijk museum amsterdam, 

musea en erfgoed antwerpen, Van gogh museum, groninger museum, 

royal museums of Fine arts of Belgium, het rubenshuis, museum Ludwig, Kröller-müller 

museum, Stedelijk museum actuele Kunst, rautenstrauch-Joest-museum.

tel +31-(0)74-2664466, fax +31-(0)74-2660273 

P.O. Box 34 

7620 aa Borne

info@innosell.com

www.innosell.comMuseum Quality Products

YOUr COLLeCTION 
DeSerVeS  
INNOSeLL
Cultural heritage needs to be protected, stored and displayed. 

Innosell will help you to do this properly. Whether it is about preserving, 

displaying or a perfect storage solution, a unique packaging material for 

transport, or furnishing a depot , Innosell thinks along with you across 

the entire expansion of your field of interest.

STORAGE/TRANSPORT
Storing, packing and transporting valuable and vulnerable 

artefacts is a delicate matter. Innosell has years of experience 

in solving these issues for museums. acid-free packaging 

material, conditioned storage systems… whatever you need: 

Innosell will take care of it. The quality of top brands such as 

museum art Foam, magista and Takiya make Innosell ready 

for every challenge.

PAINTING HANGINGSYSTEM
You want your artefacts to be hung as safely and aesthetically 

sound as possible. The high level of quality, the extensive 

quality tests and built-in securities of the Koreder Line system 

by Takiya guarantee that Innosell can take care of this  without 

any problems. Your choice of colour and inclusive of mounting, 

upon your request. D
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